An effect of nuclear elastic scattering ͑NES͒ on the energy transfer to plasma ions and electrons during ͑a͒ neutral beam injection ͑NBI͒ and ͑b͒ ␣-particle heating operations is examined on the basis of the Boltzmann-Fokker-Planck ͑BFP͒ equation for a beam ion and an ␣-particle in deuterium-tritium thermonuclear plasmas. The BFP calculations show that the enhancement in the fraction of the NBI heating power deposited to ions due to NES becomes appreciable when the beam energy is larger than 1 MeV. How the NES effect is influenced by the plasma condition is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
An intense neutral beam injected into thermonuclear plasmas plays important roles in various stages of fusion reactor operations. The beam particles slow down, deposit most of their energy via Coulombic collisions, and create a high-energy tail ͑non-Maxwellian component͒ in their velocity distribution functions. It is well known that for suprathermal ions, nuclear elastic scattering ͑NES͒ contributes to the slowing-down process. In conceptual designs of nextgeneration fusion devices, use of beam energy more than 1 MeV is considered. In such a case, the NES effects on the slowing down of beam particles may not be negligible compared with those of Coulomb collisions.
The Coulomb scattering process is characterized by many small-energy-transfer events. On the other hand, NES is a non-Coulombic, large-energy-transfer ͑LET͒ scattering process. Devany and Stein 1 pointed out the necessity of taking into account the nuclear-force contribution to ion-ion scattering in high-temperature plasmas. In order to examine the NES effect, several formulations to describe the discrete nature of LET scattering have been developed. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Using continuous 4, 5 and multigroup 6 slowing-down models, energy-transfer processes of fusion-produced ions [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and its effect on the plasma ignition properties [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] were investigated mainly for DD and D 3 He plasmas. On the basis of the Boltzmann-Fokker-Planck ͑BFP͒ model, 14, 15 distortion in the fuel-ion velocity distribution functions due to NES by energetic protons and its effect on the fusion reactivities in D 3 He plasmas were studied.
In DT plasmas, the effect of NES on the in-flight T͑d , n͒ 4 He fusion probability during the slowing-down process of energetic deuterons in finite-sized dense ͑typical for inertial confinement fusion͒ plasmas was investigated. 11 For magnetic confinement DT plasmas, aiming at an application to the plasma diagnostics, a knock-on tail formation in triton ͑deuteron͒ distribution functions 16, 17 due to the NES of energetic ␣ particles, and its effect on the emitted-neutron spectrum 18, 19 and/or ␥-ray emission rate via nuclear reactions between fuel and impurity ions, 16, 17, 20 were examined. For the DT-fueled magnetic-confinement-fusion plasmas, the effect of the NES caused by energetic ␣ particles has been considered to be small, and its effect on burning characteristics has not been examined in detail.
Previously we derived an expression for the energy loss rate due to NES in Maxwellian plasmas, including the LET up-scattering of slowing-down ions by a thermal component, i.e., thermal-motion effect of background particles, and approximately estimated the NES effect on fractional energy deposition to plasma ions during NBI heating operations. 21 In the previous approach, distortion in the beam-ion distribution function itself due to the NES and the Coulomb collision was not taken into account. In order to know the influence of the plasma parameters on the NES effect, the shape of the beam-ion distribution function, which is strongly influenced by the bulk plasma state and energy and particle loss conditions, should be incorporated into the analysis. Now the thermonuclear-burning experiments in the ITER are close at hand; if the use of a neutral beam more than 1 MeV injection energy is considered, it is important to grasp the NES effects on the NBI heating processes for various DT-plasma burning situations. In this paper, on the basis of a previously developed BFP model, 14, 15 the NES effect on the fractional NBIand ␣-particle-energy deposition to plasma ions is studied for various situations in ITER-like DT thermonuclear plasmas. How the NES effect depends on the plasma parameters is discussed.
II. ANALYSIS MODEL

A. Boltzmann-Fokker-Planck equation
To facilitate the analysis deuteron-and triton-distribution functions are assumed to be Maxwellian at the same temperature. We solve the following BFP equations for injected beam ions and fusion-produced ␣ particles:
where f a ͑v͒ is the velocity distribution function of the injected beam-ion or the ␣ particle, i.e., subscript a represents the ion species. The first term in Eq. ͑1͒ represents the effect of the Coulomb collisions with background charged particles, i.e., D, T, and electron. 22, 23 The second term accounts for the NES with background deuteron and triton:
where v r Ј= ͉vЈ − v i ͉ and v r = ͉v − v i ͉, subscript i represents the background ion species, i.e., deuteron or triton. The first term in Eq. ͑2͒ represents the rate of scattering ions into the velocity interval dv due to NES from the overall velocity space. The second term in Eq. ͑2͒ denotes the rate of scattering out of ions from the velocity interval dv due to NES by bulk deuteron and triton. Suppose the scattering event of ion species a that has the velocity vЈ by ion species i that has the velocity v i ͑see Fig.  1͒ . If the incident ion is scattered through an angle , then
Here v and V represent the velocities of ion species a after the scattering in the laboratory and the center of mass ͑CM͒ systems, respectively, V C , the velocity of the center of mass and , the angle between V C and V. If we assume that NES is isotropic in the CM system, then the probability distribution function P ͑i.e., the probability that the injected beam ion that has the speed vЈ is scattered into the speed region v, owing to the NES with a background ion, i.e., deuteron or triton, which has speed v i ͒, can be written as
In this paper, the NES cross sections are taken from Cullen and Perkins. 24 They obtained the NES differential cross sections by subtracting the pure Coulomb contribution from the experimental data, and then evaluated the averaged fractional energy loss per nuclear collision. The fractional energy losses evaluated by them were compared with the values when isotropic scattering in the CM system was assumed. For a deuterium-beam, it was shown that when the target-ion species is T and 3 He, the angular distribution of NES is in a certain extent backward peaked. In this case, the assumption of isotropic scattering may underestimate the NES effect on plasma properties. On the other hand, for a proton or deuteron target, the isotropic-scattering assumption would be a good approximation. A more detailed discussion was made in Ref. 11 .
The third term in Eq. ͑1͒ represents the diffusion in velocity space due to thermal conduction. Following Bittoni's treatment 25 we express the typical energy-loss time due to thermal conduction as
͑5͒
Here v th represents the thermal velocity of ion species a, and the coefficient C c is determined so that the velocityintegrated energy loss rate becomes ͑3/2͒nT / c . By adjusting the parameters ␥, we can simulate various loss mechanisms due to thermal conduction. Equation ͑5͒ was introduced so as to express the unknown loss mechanism of energetic ions. 25 The high exponent chosen ensures a rapid increment of both confinement times in the higher-energy range than in the thermal energy range, and thus energetic particles and their energy are hardly evacuated compared with those of thermal particles. 25 The particle source ͓S a ͑v͔͒ and loss ͓L a ͑v͔͒ terms for injected beam ions and fusion-produced ␣ particles can be written as
where S NBI͑␣͒ is the NBI ͑␣-particle generation͒ rate per unit volume and v NBI͑␣͒ is the speed corresponding to the injected beam ͑␣-particle birth͒ energy. We express the injection rate S NBI using the beam energy E NBI and injection power P NBI , i.e., S NBI = P NBI / ͑E NBI Vol͒. Here Vol represents the plasma volume. Referring to the design parameter for ITER, 26 we assume Vol= 800 m 3 . For an ␣ particle, its generation rate S ␣ by the T͑d , n͒ 4 He reaction is written as S ␣ = n D n T ͗v͘ DT . The 062507-2 H. Matsuura and Y. Nakao Phys. Plasmas 13, 062507 ͑2006͒ confinement time of the beam ion may be written as
͑7͒
The coefficient C p is determined so that the velocityintegrated particle loss rate becomes n a / p . As in the case of the energy-loss time due to thermal conduction, we can simulate various particle loss mechanisms by adjusting ␥ value. The influence of ␥ parameters is discussed later. Considering thermal conduction and particles loss, the global energy confinement time E is defined as 1 / E =1/ c +1/ p .
B. NBI and ␣-particle powers deposited to background particles
For various combinations of the plasma temperature and density, the BFP equation for an injected beam ion and an ␣ particle are solved, and the steady-state distribution functions are determined. From the distribution functions obtained, we can evaluate the NBI and ␣-heating powers transferred from energetic ions to background ions and electrons. The transferred power via Coulomb scattering can be estimated by
where the subscript j represents the background species, i.e., deuteron, triton, and electron. Here ͑dE NB͑␣͒ / dt͒ j is the energy loss rate of the injected beam-ion due to the Coulomb collisions with species j. When the background particles are assumed to be Maxwellian, the energy loss rate is written as
where
On the other hand, the NBI power transferred from energetic ions to background deuterons and tritons via NES is written as
From Eqs. ͑8͒-͑10͒, the fraction of NBI power deposited to ions is evaluated as
If NES is not included, the fraction is written as
͑12͒
To express numerically the NES effect on the fractional power deposition to ions, we introduce the following enhancement parameter:
͑13͒
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A DT plasma accompanied with the injection of a monoenergetic deuterium beam is considered. We first look at how the distribution functions of the beam ion and ␣ particle change their shapes as a consequence of the NES by thermal deuteron and triton. In Fig. 2͑a͒ , the beam-ion distribution function is shown in energy space for several beam-injection energies, E NBI . ͑The distribution function in energy space 
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Effect of nuclear elastic scattering on ion heating¼ Phys. Plasmas 13, 062507 ͑2006͒ = ͑1/2͒ p =3 s, ␥ = 4, and beam injection power P NBI = 20 MW are assumed. As a result of the monoenergeticbeam injection, a non-Maxwellian tail is created in the distribution function. In the thermal energy range, regardless of the beam-injection energy, the distribution functions have a peak around 10 keV ͓=͑1/2͒T i ͔ energy, i.e., the thermal component is almost regarded as Maxwellian at 20 keV temperature. In Fig. 2͑b͒ , the difference in the beam-ion distribution functions ⌬f beam ϵ f beam − f beam 0 is shown for several beam-injection energies, where f beam ͑f beam 0 ͒ is the distribution functions when the NES is included ͑neglected͒. The calculation condition is the same as the one in Fig. 2͑a͒ . As a result of the NES of the beam-ion by background deuteron and triton, the injected ions slow down, transferring their energy to background ions, and the thermal component of the beam-ion distribution grows. From the figure we can see that the energy transferred from the beam to the background ion becomes large for high E NBI values. This is attributed to the NES cross sections, i.e., D-D ͑D-T͒ NES cross sections has a peak around 1 MeV ͑6 MeV͒ deuterium energy in the laboratory system. It should be noted that the order of the ⌬f beam ͓see Fig. 2͑b͔͒ is almost the same orders as the one of the slowing-down component in the beam-ion distribution function presented in Fig. 2͑a͒ . In the same manner, we next show ͑a͒, the distribution function of the ␣ particle, and ͑b͒, the difference in the ␣-particle distribution functions ⌬f ␣ ϵ f ␣ − f ␣ 0 in Fig. 3 , for several bulk temperatures. The ion and electron densities, energy, and particle confinement times are the same as those in Fig. 2 . We can see that the transferred energy from the ␣-particle to a bulk ion by NES increases with increasing temperature.
From the obtained distribution functions, plasma heating power by energetic ions via Coulomb scattering and NES are estimated. By comparing the powers transferred to bulk ions and electrons, we can estimate the fraction of the power deposited to ions in total NBI or ␣ heating power, when the NES effect is considered ͑F ion Coulomb+NES ͒ and ignored ͑F ion Coulomb ͒, respectively. In Fig. 4 the fractions of heating power transferred to ions and the enhancement factor are plotted for ͑a͒ E NBI = 1.0 MeV, ͑b͒ 1.5 MeV, and ͑c͒ 2.0 MeV, as a function of the bulk temperatures. The calculation condition except the temperature is the same as the one in Fig. 2 . It is found the enhancement parameter increases with increasing beam-injection energy. This is because the transferred energy via Coulomb collisions with thermal ions increases for small beam-injection energies, and also because the D-D ͑D-T͒ NES cross sections has a peak around 1 MeV ͑6 MeV͒ deuterium energy in the laboratory system. For T = 20 keV temperature, the value reaches 4%, 9%, and 14% for E NBI = 1, 1.5, and 2 MeV, respectively. It should be noted that the value rapidly decreases with decreasing temperature. In Fig. 5 the beam-ion distribution functions are exhibited for several plasma temperatures. The calculation condition is the same as in Fig. 4͑b͒ . The distribution functions are normalized so that their densities are unity. In low-temperature plasmas the slowing down of energetic ions due to Coulomb scattering ͑mainly͒ by electrons is intensified; thus the high-energy component in beam distribution functions becomes relatively small, which causes a reduction in the transferred power to ions. In Fig. 6 the transferred powers from beam to background ions and electrons via Coulomb scattering ͑broken lines͒ and NES ͑solid line͒, loss power from plasma ͑dotted line͒, and their total power ͑thick line͒ are plotted as a function of plasma temperature. As was shown and discussed in Figs. 4 and 5, in the lowtemperature range the transferred power from beam to ions via both Coulomb scattering and NES rapidly decreases. At the high-temperature range, relative velocity between energetic beam and background ͑thermal͒ ions becomes small, and the contribution of NES is reduced compared with that of Coulomb collision. This is the reason why the parameter has a maximum value at ϳ23͑30͒ keV temperature when E NBI =1͑2͒ MeV in Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ . In Fig. 7 we also show the fractions of ␣-heating power transferred to ions when the NES effect is considered and neglected, together with the enhancement factor . As was discussed previously, the parameter has a maximum value at 25 keV temperature, and it reaches almost 4.5%.
In our calculation the loss of energetic ions is adjusted by the ␥ values. In the previous calculations we set ␥ =4. Here we examine the effect of the loss of energetic ions. In  Fig. 8͑a͒ , the transferred powers from beam to background ions and electrons via Coulomb scattering ͑broken lines͒ and NES ͑solid line͒, loss power from plasma ͑dotted line͒, and   FIG. 3 . ͑a͒ The ␣-particle distribution function and ͑b͒ the difference ͑⌬f ␣ ϵ f ␣ − f ␣ 0 ͒ between ␣-particle distribution functions when NES is considered ͑f ␣ ͒ and neglected ͑f ␣ 0 ͒.
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H. Matsuura and Y. Nakao Phys. Plasmas 13, 062507 ͑2006͒ their total power ͑thick line͒, and 8͑b͒, the fractions of heating power transferred to ions and the enhancement factor , are plotted as a function of the ␥ value. In this case the background temperature T i ͑ϵT D = T T ͒ = T e = 20 keV, ion and electron densities n e =2n D =2n T =4ϫ 10 19 m −3 , energy and particle confinement times E = ͑1/2͒ p = 3 s and beam injection power P NBI = 20 MW are assumed. The low exponent chosen in Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑7͒ implies a rapid increment of the loss of energetic particles and their energies. In Fig. 8͑a͒ , it is found that when ␥ Յ 0 the loss of beam power carried by energetic ions reaches more than ϳ1 / 4 of the total injection power, which implies that most of the MeV-energy deuterons are directly lost from the plasmas without interactions with bulk plasmas. In order to realize a high Q-value ͑near the self-sustaining conditions͒ fusion experimental reactor, at least ␥ Ͼ 0 would be required. For small ␥ values, the loss of energetic ions increases, i.e., the fraction of the high-energy component in the total velocity distribution function relatively decreases. In Fig. 8͑b͒ it is shown that the parameter increases for small ␥ values. This is because the powers transferred to ions via Coulomb scattering with ions are more 
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Effect of nuclear elastic scattering on ion heating¼ Phys. Plasmas 13, 062507 ͑2006͒ rapidly decreasing than those transferred via NES. As far as we choose the ␥ values larger than zero, however, the ␥ values would not be a significant factor for the NES effect on the fractional energy deposition to ions. Next, we examine the effect of the background density and the confinement times on the parameter. In Figs. 9 and 10 the parameter is presented as a function of the electron density and energy confinement time, respectively. The enhancement in the fractional NBI-power deposition due to NES becomes more significant for small background densities and confinement times. For small background densities, the slowing-down of fast beam-ion is weakened, and thus the suprathermal component in distribution function relatively increases. For small confinement times, energy and particle losses from the thermal range increases, and hence the suprathermal component in the beam-ion distribution function also becomes relatively large. Finally, the parameters for several density ratios of main fuel ions n D / n T are shown in Fig. 11 . The degree of the enhancement is influenced by the fuel-ion density ratio. When the background ion species is only triton, no appreciable enhancement can be seen. On the other hand, for deuterium plasma, the enhancement parameter almost reaches 18% for a 2 MeV beam. This is because the D-D NES cross section is several times larger than the D-T one.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown that the enhancement of the fraction of NBI power deposited to ions by NES is appreciable when beam-injection energy is more than 1 MeV, and have also shown that the degree of the enhancement is strongly influenced by the plasma parameters. For low temperatures, high densities, and long confinement times, the slowing down of an energetic ion is intensified, and thus the energetic compo- 
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H. Matsuura and Y. Nakao Phys. Plasmas 13, 062507 ͑2006͒ nents in the beam-ion and ␣-particle velocity distribution functions are relatively small. In such a case, the NES effect on fractional energy deposition to ions hardly appears. On the contrary, for low densities and short confinement times, the NES effect is significant. However, in usual operation parameters in the experimental reactors, i.e., n e Ն 4 ϫ 10 19 m −3 and E Ն 3 s, the values of , the degree of the enhancement of fractional energy deposition to ions due to NES, is almost constant, independent of the densities and confinement times. In this condition, if T = 20 keV, is almost 9͑4͒ % for 1.5 MeV NBI ͑3.5 MeV ␣-particle͒ heating. If we consider the situation when the plasma temperature and density can be strongly changed, e.g., during startup operations, it would be necessary to consider the influences of the plasma parameters on the NES effect.
Throughout the calculations, the beam injection power P NBI has been fixed at 20 MW. When we consider the Coulomb scattering only, the fraction of beam and ␣-heating power depositions to ions and electrons can be evaluated using the collision frequencies with ions and electrons. As far as we calculate the fraction for given plasma parameters, the fraction does not depend on the number of energetic ions. In our BFP calculations, the value is not influenced by P NBI . In this paper, the background fuel-ion distribution functions have been assumed to be Maxwellian. Since the knock-on tail component formed by NES in fuel-ion distribution function is small compared with the bulk component, the power deposition to bulk ions would not be influenced by the knock-on tail component. However, if we estimate the NES effect on the fusion reactivities, it may be required to consider the distortion of the bulk-ion distribution functions in addition to the distribution functions of energetic ions. The slowing-downs of energetic components ͑the influence on the fractional power deposition͒ and distortion in bulk components ͑the influence on the fusion reactivity͒ are two sides of the same phenomena. To know the NES effect on the plasma burning characteristics more accurately, we should consider the both NES effects simultaneously. The effect of the NES on fusion reactivities would be discussed in our subsequent articles.
